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1 This article is devoted to the Bukharan intellectual and man of letters Ahmad Donish
[Aḥmad-e Dāneš] (1826/7-1897), who is commonly regarded as the leading figure in the
Tajik Enlightenment. The “Introduction” on his life and works, with a few linguistic
considerations  concerning  his  writings  in  prose,  is  followed  by  an  annotated
translation  in  Italian  of  two  sections  of  Donish’s  major,  partly  authobiographical,
treatise: Navodir-ul-vaqoe‘ (Navāder al-vaqāye‘) [Rare Events]. The first translated section
is an extract describing Donish’s journey to Saint Petersburg during the winter of 1873
and his  reflexions  on the  meaning and difficulties  of  traveling  abroad.  The  second
section, set in Bukhara, is an entertaining passage from the chapter “Dar Odobi nikoh
va  bayoni  khosumati  modarshū”  [“Marriage  ethics  and  elucidations  on  the
inconvenience caused by the mother-in-law”]. Saint Petersburg and Bukhara are the
main cities in the life of Ahmad Donish. The central Asian Persian Enlightenment was,
in part, influenced by the Russian Enlightenment; it is evinced above all in Donish’s
prose-writings in which the history of the Bukhara Emirate is one of the major subjects.
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